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Abstract. Survey research methods can be drawn from two main variables, for 
example survey research tool and time needed for analysis. There are three ma-
jor survey research method, separated by the survey medium. The main ideas of 
survey, consisting of four phases, is defined in this article: (1) survey research 
(2) survey research methods (3) types of survey and (4) ethical principles. This 
paper also provides detailed guidelines for research design and execution. This 
article discusses these four ethical principles and their practical implications 
when carrying out dissertation research. In reality, research strategies have been 
shown over and over again to support and increase ROI for market researches. 
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1 Introduction 

 
Survey Research is defined as the way to perform research using studies sent to 

respondents. The data obtained from the summary is then dissected measurably for 
relevant research results. Every company in the 21st century is keen to consider what 
its consumers see as their goods or administrations and choose better businesses. 
Research may be performed in different ways, but surveys have known to be one of 
the best and most accurate forms of study. A web study consists of structured 
overview surveys, which encourage participants to respond and delegate data to a 
person about a noteworthy business matter or gathering of people. 

A reliable survey research can give these organizations access to a giant data bank. 
Media groups, different organisations and even governments rely on research to 
collect accurate knowledge. The traditional definition of the evaluation is a 
quantitative approach for the assortment of data by asking different survey questions 
from a collection of respondents. This type of exploration involves men, a variety of 
products and knowledge inquiry. It is useful for analysts who seek to provide their 
respondents with new highlight or trends. Most significantly, it is a step forward to 
obtain rapid data on standard points and to establish detailed, definite quantitative 
research strategies like evaluations or survey or subjective research techniques such as 
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spotlight or accessible as meetings might be required. This study can be performed in 
a mixture of both subjective and quantitative systems in various circumstances. 

The objectives of survey, consisting of four phases, is defined in this article: (1) 
survey research (2) survey methods and (3) types of survey and (4) ethical principles. 
This paper also provides detailed guidelines for research design and execution.   

2 Overview of Survey Research 

 
Survey research methods can be drawn from two main variables, for example 

survey research tools and time needed for analysis. There are three major survey 
research method, separated by the survey medium.  

Over the years technology has revolutionized the world. Online or e-mail method 
has become the most convenient way and hassle free in conducting research. Online 
survey research costs are very small and the answers obtained are very accurate, but 
the only downside to this survey approach is that the response rates in relation to the 
other methods are lower. 
 Next method is through phone calls. The survey conducted via the phone may be 
useful for gathering information from a wider portion of the target population, but the 
money spent in phone surveys is likely to be higher than other mediums and therefore 
more time consuming. In fact, it is not a convenient way to do survey via phone calls 
as we may catch our respondent at the wrong time. It will be time consuming to get 
the survey done as we need to follow up to get the people to respond to answer the 
surveys. 

Another method is face-to-face. This interview work can be done in cases where 
there is a complicated problem to solve. This method’s response rate is the best but 
can be extremely costly and time consuming. For face-to-face method, we normally 
seek for an appointment to conduct a survey. This is a time consuming and can be 
frustrating when not getting the appointment to conduct the survey. 

In addition, the survey research can also be divided into two types, Longitudinal 
Survey Research and Cross-sectional Survey Research, depending on the time taken. 
Longitudinal survey research includes conducting survey inquiries over a period of 
time that can extend over years and decades. The findings obtained using this survey 
research method are qualitative or quantitative in nature from one time to another. 
Conduct of the respondent, desires and behaviors are continuously monitored over 
time for identification of explanations for behavior changes or desires. For example, if 
a researcher intends to learn about the dietary patterns of young people, they need to 
follow a sample of teenagers over a considerable period of time to ensure that the 
collected information is accurate. Cross-sectional survey research is frequently 
accompanied by Longitudinal survey research. 

During the research, Cross-sectional survey is conducted to gather feedback at a 
specific interval from a target audience. In different fields such as retail, education, 
medical care, SME business and etc, this form of survey research is applied. Cross-
sectional survey may be either descriptive or empirical. This method of survey 
research is swift and lets researchers obtain knowledge within a short period of time. 
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In situations in which detailed survey of a topic is required, researchers use the Cross-
sectional survey research process. 
 

3 Ethics of Research 

 
In practice, these ethical principles mean that as a researcher, they need to: (1) 

determine questions from the survey (2) decide the target market (3) determine the 
surveys sent through medium and (4) evaluate the survey findings. This article 
discusses these four ethical principles and their practical implications when carrying 
out dissertation research. 

Firstly, they will determine questions from the survey. For example, brainstorms 
and collects grammatically and logically adequately correct successful survey 
questions. That can be done by knowing the implications of the survey. Many surveys 
are conducted where particulars of the answers are not so important as insight into 
what clients want from the available choices. They can also draft simple and concise 
questions so they can hold the survey short in order to optimize response rate and 
concentration. Therefore, this is to ensure that respondents are willing to disclose the 
issues.   

In these instances, multiple-choice questions or close questions may be used. 
Whereas researchers should ask open-ended questions if specifics of such issues are 
to be collected. Ideally, a smart combination of open and closed questions should be 
used in the surveys. In order to stop fence-sitting, they can use survey questions like 
Likert Scale, Semantic Scale, Net Promoter Score question and etc. 

Secondly, a target market should be decided. For example, they can submit correct 
polls according to the target audience and filter out irrelevant questions as needed. In 
the case of a sample, from the target population, the survey research will be extremely 
effective. This way, findings can be generalized by targeting the right audience for the 
survey, according to the targeted market. 

Thirdly, surveys are sent through the mediums determined. It is, for example, the 
most critical phase of survey research, by circulating the surveys to the target 
audience and patiently waiting for input and comments. The survey must also take 
into account the nature of the target audience and the regions to which they belong. 
Next, it is to ensure high response rates via e-mail follow-up, otherwise survey results 
can be biased. Thus, in order to prevent unintentional influence on responses, they 
need to use trained interviewers. Surveys can be conducted via e-mail, incorporated 
into the web, posted via social media and etc so they can receive full answers. The 
evaluation success in research survey is determined by a follow-up to surveys replied 
by the respondent.  

Lastly, the survey findings must be evaluated. For example, evaluate the feedback 
in real time and decide models in the answers that could lead to an extremely 
important organizational breakthrough. The questioning actions of the respondents 
can be defined and explained using GAP, TURF, Conjoint analysis, Cross tabulation 
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and many other feedback analysis methods. The findings can then be used for 
corrective steps to enhance satisfaction of consumers and employees. The response 
rate should also be taken into account and a low rate makes it impossible to draw 
general conclusions. In the results study, consider the number and the manner in 
which the respondents were chosen. This is to draw the conclusions because it is 
important to understand how the findings have been achieved. 
 

4 Conclusion 

 
In a nutshell, surveys are a powerful and honest way to analyze the advantages of 

contributing to the portrayal and study of premium variables and innovations. It 
would also enhance the reliability of performance thoroughly and help maintain a 
strategic distance from any interweaving with the correct and full use of good practice 
systems. Moreover, survey research is increasingly becoming the number one method 
market researchers use to gather information. The advancement of online survey tools 
has resulted in the widespread use of quantitative surveys to capture, evaluate and use 
information to enhance business model effectiveness, marketing practices, customer 
service and etc. In reality, research strategies have been shown over and over again to 
support and increase ROI for market researches. 
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